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STAND

a quarterly magazine
of the arts

Stand was originally founded in London by Jon Silkin in 1952; apart from a gap between 1957 and 1960, it has appeared regularly since that first date.

It publishes Poetry, Fiction, Criticism, Drama, Articles on the visual arts. It is 80 pages quarterly.

Stand costs 95 cents a copy; annually $3.00.

Stand has participating editors in England, the U.S., and Canada: Ken Smith, Lorna Tracy, Jon Silkin, and Catherine Lamb. It has published

Brecht / Beckett / Neruda / Raymond Williams / James Wright / Geoffrey Hill / Mark Strand / Marvin Bell / Merle Brown
Hikmet / GP Elliott / Blok / Yevtuchenko / Voznesensky
Jon Silkin / Ken Smith / Michael Hamburger / Paustovsky
Goes / Bobrowski / Holderlin / Robert Mezey / Robert Bly
Amir Golboa / Natan Zach / Sartre / Isaac Babel / Philip Levine / Nathan Whiting / Yanos Ritsos and a few others

Merle Brown has written of the magazine

The material published in Stand has been of a consistently high quality; from its inception the magazine has been directed and unified by a singleness of purpose; even so, the material included in any one issue exhibits unusual breadth of awareness and variety.

There is an intensity of purpose behind Stand; its material is varied; its quality is uniformly high. There is nothing like it in the United States.

Contributions should be sent to the American Editor: Edward Brunner, 409 Ronalds Street, Iowa City, Iowa 52240

Subscriptions and orders may be sent either to the above address or to the Editorial one in England: Stand, 58 Queens Road, Newcastle on Tyne NE2 2PR, England

In Canada: Catherine Lamb, 4558 Hingston, Montreal 261, P.Q., Canada
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